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February 2015..

NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETING
commencing 7.15 for 7.30 p.m. at

Dalkeith Hall, 97 Waratah Avenue, Dalkeith

 not at The Palms Community Centre as previously advertised 
Wednesday, 4 February 2015

Hamish McGlashan, Chris Oakley and others
“Travelling hopefully through Kimberley history”
(An illustrated talk on their 2014 bush walking adventure in the Prince Regent River
area looking for Grey's chain and seeking artefacts on Marie Springs station.)

Wednesday, 4 March 2015

Adam Cross (University of Western Australia)
“Aquatic life opportunistic in Kimberley’s transient wet”
(Focus on sandstone rock pool aquatic flora in the Kimberley. Ephemeral freshwater
habitats and adaptions of the aquatic flora in the North Kimberley bioregion.)

Please note that, with many of our speakers involved in work-related travel, this program may change
at short notice. Should a speaker not be available, the topic may differ on the evening.
Members and visitors are invited to stay for supper after the meetings.
The Society asks a $2.00 hospitality fee from non-members.

KIMBERLEY SOCIETY DRAFT PROGRAM FOR PORTION OF 2014
Date

Speaker

Topic

1 April

Jeffrey Hayworth

6 May

Jane Balme

Petroleum resources, projects and geology in the
Kimberley
Archaeological research in the Southern
Kimberley

FROM THE PRESIDENT
Welcome to 2015 with more interesting, educational and topical presentations with
the Kimberley Society. Since the Society’s last meeting and newsletter in December
2014 the Committee has been proactive in accessing presenters for the forthcoming
year and negotiating meeting facilities.
Presenters for the first quarter of 2015 have been confirmed with many tentative
arrangements in the process of being confirmed for the remainder of the year.
Please plan your monthly meeting attendance with reference to the forthcoming
Boab Bulletins and the website that is regularly updated.
Following the announcement that our monthly meetings would resume at The Palms
Community Centre, Subiaco, the City of Nedlands has been very supportive to
provide the Society with reliable building facilities and storage at the Dalkeith Hall.
Consequently, the Kimberley Society Committee has revised its decision so that
future members’ meetings will continue at the Dalkeith Hall. The Committee’s
decision to maintain meetings at the Dalkeith Hall was also in response to many
members’ comments of their preference to remain at the Dalkeith Hall with its high
ceilings, large hall space, raised stage and extra-large screen.
Meanwhile those members actually in the Kimberley region have experienced
seasonal flooding once again with the Fitzroy River at Willare peaking at 7.7 metres.
One feature that all Kimberley rivers have in common is floods. The Kimberley is at
the southern edge of the global monsoon system, which exposes its rivers to
occasional, intense and widespread rainfall, resulting in floods. The Kimberley rivers
and their flora and fauna have adapted to floods, and without these floods they
would look and function very differently. The rivers also have an intrinsic ecological
importance.
Kimberley rivers also have cultural and spiritual significance, especially for their
traditional owners, as many significant anthropological and archaeological sites are
associated with the waterways. New scientific and cultural information about the
Kimberley rivers is still being discovered and supported by the Kimberley Society
through providing public awareness with its monthly meetings and financial
assistance through funded grants.
I look forward to greeting you at this year’s meetings and encourage you to bring a
friend or colleague to share the experience.
Jeff Murray

UPCOMING KIMBERLEY EVENTS
Feb 22

Derby Community Expo, formerly known as Welcome to Derby Day,
aimed primarily at new residents, at Derby Sportsmen's Club

Apr 16

A Taste of Broome, the first of 10 monthly experiences of
performances and cuisine created around the distinctive Indigenous
culture within Broome's multicultural community, at Goolarri Media

Apr 23–26

The Buccaneer Classic, fun and fishing for local and out of town
competitors, in Derby and the Buccaneer Archipelago

Apr 24–26

Beyond The Bastion Brown Water Classic, a Wyndham fishing
competition, in waters that include rivers and creeks in Cambridge Gulf
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FEATURES OF THE KIMBERLEY COAST — TWO CONTRASTING BAYS
This article is the second in a series about the Kimberley coast. It explains how the
arrangement of rock formations, once exposed to weathering and erosion, has a
most significant influence on the diversity of the coastal landforms we see today.
This article compares the simplicity of Koolama Bay (map ref #6) with a few of the
diverse features in Doubtful Bay (#34). The map appeared in the Boab Bulletin,
December 2014, as part of the introduction to the series.
Koolama Bay was given this name after the WWII bomb-struck ship Koolama was
beached here to undergo temporary repairs before limping round to Wyndham. The
bay was well known to the local Aboriginal Miwa people and it was the Miwa who
assisted able passengers in an overland walk to Kalumburu. Prior to this incident it
was named Rulhieres Bay by the French captain, Nicolas Baudin in 1803. The
name Rulhieres is now given to the Cape on its eastern point.

Warton Sandstone cliffs behind a lagoon in Tranquil Bay, a small offshoot of Koolama Bay. No Carson
Volcanic basalt has been exposed here.

Koolama Bay is a relatively small rounded cliff-lined bay about 5 km across. Warton
Sandstone is the only exposed rock formation making up the cliffs that surround
most of the main bay and two small off-shoots, Tranquil Bay and Pengali Bay on the
western side. King George River estuary, also lined with Warton Sandstone cliffs,
enters the southwestern corner of Koolama Bay and river sediments have been
fashioned into bars and a beach near the river mouth. Compared to other parts of
the Kimberley coastline the local tidal range is micro-tidal negating significant tidal
currents in and out of the estuary and bay. It is suggested that in the geological past
the river once flowed over the Warton Sandstone where the bay now exists,
gradually cutting downwards following well-formed joints in this rock to eventually
open up the bay. This may well have occurred after the general uplifting of the
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Kimberley some 20 million years ago. Subsequent weathering and erosion has seen
the river form a canyon-like valley migrating well inland, terminating with a waterfall.
Doubtful Bay is a large bay named by Lieutenant John Lort Stokes in 1838 and is
part of the traditional lands of the Worora Clan. It is some 22 km from north to south
and about 13 km wide and is the terminus of the Sale River and Red Cone Creek
with Three Ways creek at its southern end. Helpman, mate on the Beagle, reported
to Stokes that he was unclear after his exploration if another river did flow into the
bay beyond an island at the north end, hence the naming, Doubtful. The Glenelg
River does in fact flow into George Water, a water body directly connected to
Doubtful Bay.
The eastern side of the bay is dominated by cliffs of King Leopold Sandstone with a
large mangrove community on mud flats deposited by Red Cone Creek, a pattern
that is repeated at the mouth of the Three Ways creek system. The western bay is
dominated by cliffs of Warton Sandstone which are mostly fringed at sea level by
Carson Volcanics basalt but often hidden by a scree slope. The southern arm of the
bay’s mouth ends with Raft Point and two most imposing bluffs formed by near
vertical Warton Sandstone scarps are found to its east. The basalt here rises above
the scree at the base of the lower westerly bluff with an atypical bed of ferruginous
sandstone lying between the Carson Volcanics and the Warton Sandstone above.
The larger eastern bluff has two rock overhangs high up on its western face and one
of these is painted with a rich array of art works relating to significant Dreamtime
stories of the Worora people.

The western bluff near Raft Point in Doubtful Bay dominated by Warton Sandstone over vegetationcovered Carson Volcanics basalt above the water and an atypical band of ferruginous sandstone
between them.

It is suggested that the down-cutting by rivers and creeks that in the past flowed over
the Warton Sandstone eventually exposed the basalt of the Carson Volcanics below.
The comparatively rapidly weathering basalt was eroded away so undermining the
resistant Warton Sandstone to eventually open up a wide valley between the cliffs.
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The valley was deeper than today’s sea level so that, once sea levels rose after the
last glacial period, the valley flooded to become the bay.
Steep Island is about one kilometre north of the bluffs sitting within Foam Passage in
the mouth of the bay. The typical Kimberley macro-tidal conditions and the huge
volumes of water moving in and out of Doubtful Bay create turbulent, fast moving
currents through Foam Passage especially during tidal changes. Following the
geological strata north from the mainland it is easy to imagine that Steep Island was
once connected to the mainland plateau. Whilst most of the island is surrounded by
well jointed almost vertical Warton Sandstone scarps, an imaginary line can trace the
bed of ferruginous sandstone from the western mainland bluff across to the base of
Steep Island. Given that the island remains as a stack it seems that the Carson
Volcanic located below the island is too deep to be exposed to the agents of
weathering and so the island’s Warton Sandstone is not being undermined.
The northern side of Steep Island adjacent to Foam Passage has plunging cliffs
unlike the other sides, which are fringed by rock scree fallen from above. This side
also has a large sea cave that follows a deep vertical joint in the cliff. Cave formation
may have been contributed to by northwesterly waves generated during the
monsoon season and the presence of Foam Passage has prevented the formation of
a protective scree slope at the cave mouth.
Bird Island, a mass of large disintegrating Warton Sandstone blocks, is located in
Foam Passage just north of Raft Point and serves as a popular sea-bird roost and
nesting place. Each tidal change produces turbulent water flow around the island
and there is an absence of scree or any small blocks at the water level. Perhaps this
remnant stack could well represent Steep Island in a few million years?
The patterns illustrated above are repeated in many bays of the Kimberley. By way
of example Glycosmis Bay is a small version of the nearby Koolama Bay, and
Brecknock Harbour (#29) and Port Nelson (adjacent to #22) resemble Doubtful Bay.
A different combination of rock types has been influential in the opening up of Prince
Frederick Harbour (#18) and this, along with St George Basin (#25) shall be
considered in the next article.
Sandy Scott
And, for more on the Kimberley coast ....................

"Warrla" by Lynne Boladeras. Acrylic, 50 x 120 cm.

See page 6 for more about this painting and the artist’s February exhibition.
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“WAY TO WALCOTT” – A SLIGHTLY SINGED KIMBERLEY JOURNEY
On 5 February, our president Jeff Murray will be opening an exhibition of works
by Lynne Boladeras at Kidogo Art House, Bathers Beach, Fremantle. The “Way
To Walcott” exhibition will remain open until 11 Feb 2015, with opportunities to
meet the artist between 10am and 4pm.
Lynne’s studio is at her home in Busselton but she sketches and paints every day
while visiting the Kimberley, Pilbara, Northern Territory and Queensland on
camping trips. Material for the exhibition has been gathered during ten trips.
Page 5 has a photo of one of the works from “Way to Walcott”. Titled "Warrla", it
shows a waterhole on the Hann River on Mt Elizabeth Station. Lynne sat and
painted there in 2012 while staying at the Mt Elizabeth camp ground.
“Clarkson Curly Girls” depicts the flat country between Broome and Derby. In
August 2002, five days on the Charnley River produced “Croc Country” and “No
Beyond”, two of many works inspired by the 65 km return trek. The rugged drive
into the Walcott in 2005 through the Caroline and Harding Ranges was the
catalyst for “Daglish on Duty”, “Harding Dusk” and “The Arch’s Approach”. A
painting started at Karl’s Lagoon that year was not completed until Lynne saw
Brolgas there in 2009, on the next Munja Track drive.
In 2012 fires raged along the Gibb Rd resulting in “Manning Stream Burnt”, “Gibb
Rd” and “Wunumurra Burnt”. Lynne prefers to paint her experiences rather than
the usual gorges of the Kimberley featured at many exhibitions. In “Wunderbar”, a
German tourist exclaims under the shower after a long hot day, watched over by
a Sulphur Crested Cockatoo.
In Lynne’s online gallery you can see works depicting Goombaragan (Pender
Bay, West Kimberley), Barred Creek, Echidna Chasm (Purnululu, Bungle Bungle
Range), Manning River, Charnley River, and, naturally, boabs.

MORE ART
Sandy Tippett and Jeannette Dyson had their landscape art displayed at Gallows
Gallery, 53 Glyde St, Mosman Park, with Jennifer Sadler, in January. Titled
‘Unearthed’, the exhibition received coverage in the Arts section of The West
Australian on 24 January. The photographs included details from Jeanette’s ‘Red
Tracks Inland’ and Sandy’s ‘Stance of the Bees – Bungles’. On Sandy’s website,
‘Silent Mysteries of the Kimberley’ (acrylic gold leaf oil stick on canvas, 76cm x
76cm) is included in her Favourite Places Gallery.
Atwell Gallery, 586 Canning Hwy, Perth, in conjunction with Pew Charitable Trusts,
is hosting ‘The Kimberley: Like Nowhere Else’ from 10 to 15 February. The exhibition
is being promoted as ‘a rare opportunity to view and purchase artwork inspired by
the unique natural beauty of the Kimberley by Aboriginal artists from remote areas of
the Kimberley and respected local Perth artists’.
John Lacey has an exhibition coming up at Gallows Gallery, Mosman Park, in July–
August. His works, with some of them already sold, include ‘Windjana Shower–
Kimberley’ and ‘Amalia Reflections–Kimberley’, both oil on canvas, 91 x 106 cm.
Kimberley Kohan, well known for her vivid paintings of the Kimberley and other
places, has commenced a body work drawn from a trip to Tasmania and will be
exhibiting in Melbourne in November. She and Nadeen Lovell created ‘The
Kimberley and Beyond’ Art Exhibition that ran from 3 to 12 October 2014 at the Perth
Convention and Exhibition Centre.
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THE PIPE DREAM
As tends to happen each summer, people are writing to newspapers advocating or
opposing the diversion of Kimberley water to Perth. On 22 January, The West
Australian carried a short letter under the heading ‘Ernie’s pipe dream?’. In it, Clive
Cooper from Lancelin mentioned a gravity-fed Beijing water supply, and wrote: “Now
where are all our expert engineers who said it can’t be done?”
Ron Jarvis from Sorrento responded on the 26th, saying, “Everyone knows it can be
done. It’s just that the water will cost 700 per cent more than desalinated water.” He
also put a novel twist on desalination with this gem:
Besides, the Fitzroy River dumps its water into the Indian Ocean, the Leeuwin
current brings it to Perth free of charge, and the clever folk at our Water Corporation
remove the salt mix it has picked up on the way, giving us beautiful fresh Kimberley
Water quite cheaply.

In reporting on ongoing pipeline advocacy in April 2007, the Boab Bulletin mentioned
the report titled Options for bringing water to Perth from the Kimberley. Its findings,
put forward by an independent expert panel appointed by the Western Australian
Government, included this observation:
To be competitive with other sources available to the Water Corporation, the cost of
delivering water from the Kimberley would need to be reduced by 80 per cent. This
was not seen as achievable by any of the options studied even taking an optimistic
view of the development of new technologies in the future.

The Water Corporation refers the public to the report in a Frequently Asked Question
– ‘Why don't you build the Kimberley pipeline or canal?’ – and it writes:
Transporting water from the Kimberley is not currently being considered as a source
option for Perth.
The social and cultural, environmental and economic cost of bringing water from the
North is actually much higher than other sources like desalination.
The options are energy intensive and being sourced from surface water sources they
have lower supply security as rainfalls in the north of WA are expected to continue to
be highly variable.
Our solutions to secure water supply include increasing recycling, replenishing
groundwater stores with highly treated recycled water, desalination and transferring
groundwater abstraction to deeper aquifers to protect the groundwater environment.

Advocacy of proposals to divert water from the Kimberley will no doubt continue.
Schemes for using northern water to meet inland and southern needs have been
receiving exposure since at least the late 1930s. The Bradfield Scheme, devised by
a NSW government engineer, was, and still is, one that appeals to politicians. It also
appealed to Ion Idriess who wrote enthusiastically about the envisaged diversion of
water in two of his books – The Great Boomerang and Onward Australia. Around
that time, Percy Payne and Kemp Killerby (the mayors of Bunbury and Busselton),
are said to have proposed the construction of a Kimberley pipeline while attending a
meeting of country shire councils.
The planning of the Ord River dam resuscitated the idea of a pipeline and, in the
1970s, mining companies pushed for one to support Eastern Goldfields activities.
Writing about that in The Conversation in August 2012, Ruth Morgan noted that ‘In
contrast to the present Liberal government, then Premier Sir Charles Court saw in
this project a conflict with his vision of northern development. The rivers were simply
too far and expensive to tap, and these plans to pipe water from the state’s
northwest were shelved, at least temporarily.’ And now, if we skip Col’s Canal, we’ve
come full circle to the echoes of Ernie Bridge calling for a Kimberley pipeline.
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BOOK NOTE
No Regrets : A Bicycle Dreaming from Belgium to
Broome by Antoine Bloemen. Hesperian Press, 2014.
Soft Cover, 213 pages, illustrated, ISBN 978-0-85905589-5, RRP $40.00.
When the Chief Justice of WA the Honourable Wayne
Martin launched this book last November, the audience
comprised the cream of the legal profession, prominent
politicians including a former Premier, and even some
prominent doctors. Little could Antoine Bloemen’s mother
have envisaged such an event and such recognition for her
son. His rise from the humblest of backgrounds in rural
Belgium to magisterial authority in the Kimberley must be
.one of the country’s most remarkable success stories.
Antoine was born at the time of Nazi occupied Belgium, left school at 14 having been
repeatedly told that he was a slow learner and educationally subnormal. He went to
sea with the Belgian Merchant navy and supplemented his income in a variety of
ways that could have resulted in his appearance before a magistrate such as himself
in later life. He left ship in the USA and after some menial jobs (he was not cut out to
be a baker) he was drafted into the Airborne Division of the army and because of his
limited English, was surprised that he was expected to jump out of planes rather than
fly them. On gaining promotion to the equivalent of a lance corporal, he was forced,
against his will, to acquire more education. He married his teacher, had a couple of
children, and, following an Australian holiday, his wife decided that Australia was the
best place to live. He rejoined the family with some reluctance.
Inspired and supported by his wife, he then read for a law degree at UWA. On
graduating he set up his own law firm eventually specialising in car insurance! It was
some years later, following his appointment as the resident magistrate at Port
Hedland, that his rise to celebrity status started. Roebourne was the setting for that
the now famous story of his gift of a bicycle to a recalcitrant Aboriginal boy. This
episode is the preface for the book. In both the Pilbara and the Kimberley, his
unorthodox sentencing, compassion for the disadvantaged Aborigines in particular,
endeared him to many in the local community but not all of those wishing to stick to
the letter of the law. As he remarks, he endeavoured not to confuse the law with
justice. So started his involvement with Aboriginal advancement.
Antoine, or Tony to his friends, speaks rapidly and often at length, with a distinct
Flemish accent. His book romps along; also best read imagining his accent. There
are few books nowadays that I can read a single sitting, but this was one of them.
His book is entertaining, amusing, self deprecating and uplifting. Some episodes
have been transposed to the medium of TV, for the programme “The Circuit” was
based on his experiences.
Finally, a personal story. At the end of my time working in the Kimberley, I wished to
work as a volunteer at a hospital in Tanzania. Certified copies of my qualification and
registration certificates were needed by the Ministry of Health in Dar es Salaam. The
stamp and signature of a JP and Shire President were not acceptable. I consulted
Tony. “Are you a Notary Public?” I asked. “Indeed, here I am everything,” he
answered and he brought along his full panoply of rubber stamps which he attached
with glee and signed to ten copies. “That will fix them,” he grinned. And it did.
Hamish McGlashan
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BULL PEN SHELTER SHED
In 2014, the place identified as Bull Pen Shelter Shed and Archaeological Deposits
was added to the State Register of Heritage Places in Western Australia. With
regard to the likely origin of the name ‘Bull Pen’, the register documentation reads:
The design of the place, believed to have provided an open secure holding area for
the Aboriginal prisoners during the day, probably took into account prevailing
attitudes towards Aboriginal people at that time i.e. that they were ‘primitive’ and
would cope better with incarceration if able to associate and be ‘outdoors’. It is
probable the name developed as a colloquial term for the place due to its open
design and function as historically Aboriginal men were often viewed as aggressive
and volatile.

The Statement of Significance reads:
Bull Pen Shelter Shed and Archaeological Deposits, comprising a rectangular ‘cagelike’ enclosure with low masonry walls and metal grilles extending to a timber-framed,
half-hipped corrugated metal clad roof, adjacent landscape elements and
archaeological deposits, has cultural heritage significance for the following reasons:
the significance of the Bull Pen Shelter Shed extends beyond the existing Broome
Regional Prison to reflect the histories of colonisation and incarceration in Broome
and the Kimberley while also holding strong associations for prisoners, their families
and prison officers, providing a physical reminder of the relationship between
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people in the North West;
the Bull Pen Shelter Shed is the only structure remaining from the 1894-1907
establishment of Broome Prison. It represents the continuous use of the site for the
incarceration of prisoners in the North West since 1894;
the Bull Pen Shelter Shed is one of only two such prison facilities of similar design
dating from the early 1900s in Western Australia, which were specifically constructed
to hold Aboriginal prisoners;
the wider Broome Regional Prison site provides a sense of place for residents
through its location in the centre of town and as a marker of Broome's history as one
of the earliest government facilities.

The extensive Supporting Evidence for the registration provides an interesting
overview of the history, structure and functioning of the Broome Regional Prison site.
Based on a heritage assessment completed by historian Irene Sauman and architect
Katrina Chisholm, it also contains amendments and/or additions by the State
Heritage Office and the Register Committee. Those done by office staff include the
incorporation of relevant archaeological information from a report prepared by Dr
Alistair Paterson. The full report is presented as an Appendix.
While conditions in all gaols were harsh in the early 20th century, the documentation
indicates that Gaoler William Paterson might have been more enlightened than some
other gaolers. When pressed to ensure that all Aboriginal prisoners were chained at
all times—to prevent escapes—he argued that 'it would be unjust to put civilized and
intelligent natives belonging to this district on the chain'. The Resident Magistrate of
the day, M S Warton did not share his views. Despite the weight of a neck chain,
fastening cuffs, and each man's share of a connecting chain amounting to about one
kilo, Warton said he had not seen any chafing or discomfort during the eight years in
which he had seen the men at work or in the prison.
The Bull Pen Shelter Shed is not the only surviving open-air prison facility from the
early 20th century but, while the old shelter shed at Derby was preserved as heritage
place when new facilities were built adjacent to it, the Broome shelter shed remained
in use as part of the regional prison. Heritage interpretation panels are in place on
the open access site in Derby. The registration documentation for Derby Police Gaol
(1906) has little detail. It refers readers to the 'Conservation Plan Derby Police Gaol
(Native Shelter Shed)' prepared by Cathie Clement and Rosemary Rosario.
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The 22nd AGM of Kimberley Society (Inc.) will be held at Dalkeith Hall, 97
Waratah Avenue, Dalkeith, on Wednesday, 1 April 2015, at 7.30 p.m. The Agenda
will comprise: the President’s Welcome, Apologies, Minutes of the previous AGM,
Business arising from the Minutes, President’s Report, Treasurer’s Report and
presentation of Accounts for approval, Election of Office Bearers and other
Councillors, and General Business. The AGM will be followed by a guest speaker
and supper.
The draft 2014 AGM Minutes appeared in the June 2014 Boab Bulletin (No. 122,
pages 8-10).
Jeff Murray, President (Perth, 28 January 2015)
COUNCIL NOMINATIONS FOR 2015–2016
The Constitution of Kimberley Society Inc. requires that the Council shall consist of a
President, two Vice-Presidents, a Secretary, a Membership Secretary, a Treasurer,
and not less than 3, or more than 7, other persons, all of whom shall be Members of
the Society. In the interest of conservation, nomination forms will be available only at
the February and March meetings or by request from a current office bearer. Signed
forms must reach the Society by 5.00 p.m. on Tuesday, 10 March 2015. They can
be emailed (admin@kimberleysociety.org) but will be valid only if the original is
lodged with the Society by 7.15 p.m. on Wednesday, 1 April 2015. If insufficient
nominations are received to fill all the vacancies, further nominations will be received
at the AGM. Should any positions remain vacant at the conclusion of the AGM, such
vacancies will be deemed casual vacancies and may be dealt with by the Council
according to the Constitution.

COUNCIL 2014-2015
President:
Vice-Presidents:
Secretary:
Membership Secretary:
Treasurer:
Councillors:

Jeff Murray
Roger Passmore and Mike Donaldson
Frank Woodmore
Mike Donaldson
Jeffrey Gresham
Geoff Owen, Michael Cusack, and Tony Gates.

 Kimberley Society Inc.
Dr Cathie Clement OAM edits this newsletter for the Kimberley Society, which was launched in 1993
with the principal objective of disseminating information about the Kimberley. The content is copyright
but may be cited with acknowledgment. Correspondence, including requests to reproduce text or
images, should be directed to The Editor, Kimberley Society, PO Box 8471, Perth Business Centre,
Perth, WA 6849. Contact is also available by email or telephone (08) 9272 3308.

DISCLAIMER: The opinions and the information presented in this newsletter are offered solely to
inform members about matters that may interest them. The Council of the Kimberley Society accepts
no responsibility for the newsletter’s content, and it advises readers to obtain appropriate advice
before they either apply information from the newsletter to particular circumstances or use it as a
basis for formulating decisions.
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